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Priesthood and Apoeeto3.atee

It remarks may be grouped under the following headings;

(1) authenticity, (2) the Spirit, (3) the Word, (4) sending,

(5) the Renaissance Jesuit, (6) the Jesuit today.

First, then, authenticity. For I wish to begin from what is

Amply human and, indeed, from a contemporary apprehension of what

it is to be human. There is the older, highly logical, and so

abstract, static and minimal apprehension of be* huaan, It holds
something

that being human is samenw4,independent of the Deftly accidental,

and so one is pronounced huo':dan whethor or not ono is awake or asleep,

a genius or a moron, a saint or a sinner, youni or old, sober or

drunk, well or ill, sane or crazy. In contrast with the static,

arf nim<al, logical approach, thor a is the contemporary, concrete,

dyne d,o, mudmal view that sndeavore to envisage that range of human

potentiality and to disti ngutieh authentic from un.muthentio realisation

of that potentiality. On this approach, boing human is ambivalent*

one can bo human authentically, genuinely; and eree can be human

unauthentioally. 3oreover, besides ambivalence, there also is dial-

ectie a authenticity never is some pure, serene, secure possessions

it is always precarious, ever a withdrawal from =authenticity, ever

a danger of slipping book into unauthentioity.

On this view, then, the basic question is, What is authentic

or genuine realization of human potentiality? In a word ray answer

is that authentic realisation is a 04f-transcending realization.
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So I must attempt to desortbe what I mean by seat -transcending. I

shall i3luetrate five different instances and conclude that the last

four of the five form an ordered unity.

In dream leas sleep wo are still alive. We are operating in

aocor d with the lava of physics, obemietry, and biology. it may be

said that aao are ourselves but not that we are reaohing beyond our-

selves end, :mush loss, that we are rising above ourselves. But when

we begin to dream, consciousness emerges. However helpless, however

lacking in initiative, the dreamer is an intending subject. that is

Welded, only is obscure, fraspontary, symbolic. In so-called

dreams of the night the some of the dream is one' a somatic ,state,

say, the state of one's digestion. But in dreams of the corning the

dreamer is anticipating his waiving states he is recollecting his

worlds ho to winning to adopt a stance within that world. In the

dream o" the morning, then, the dreamer hats got beyond himself! be io

oomoserned with what io distinct from hhi.mself`s he is atrticipating his

self-traneaondenoe.

An enormously rioher self-transcendence emerges when on.

awakes. More is the endless variety of things to be seen, soutadc

to be heard, odors to be sniffed, tastes to to palatod, shapes and

teoctuaree to be touched. We feel p ►loaoure and pain, desire and fear,

joy rind norm, and in ouch feelings there aeon ► to reside the mass

and momentum of our lives. We move about in various manners, assume

no, this and snow that posture and position, and by the fl eetthg

ana ve nta of cur foetal =solos, communicate to others the yuiot
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or sadden surge of our feelings.

Still sensations, feelings, sovesents are confined to the

narrow strip of space-time occupied by tsa ediate experience. But

beyond that there is a vastly larger world, liar is anyone content

with inrsdilte experi0noe. Imagination wants to fill out and rotund

off the picture. Language tual.es questions possible, and Intelligence

makes theta fascinating. So wo ask 'why and what and what for and how.

Our answers construct, serialize, extrapolate, generalize. Ivry

and tradition and belief put at our dispoea3. the tales of travelers,

the stories of clams or nations, the trtploits of heroes, the treas-

ures of literature, the discoveries of scion*, the reflections of

philosophers, the meditations of holy non. Each of as has his an

little world of immediacy, but all such worlds are just into strips

within a far larger world, a world conatruoted by imagination and

intslligenoe, mediated by words and waning. and based largely

belief.

If the larger world is one and the some, still there are as

ueny different constructions of it sae there are stages in human dowel-

ofeent and differences in human cultures. But such diversity on ;r

Pewee to bring to light a still further diazen,sion of sal#'-traneoend-

enoe. Beyond qu.stions for intelligence -- such as wham and why and

how and what for -- there are the questions for reflection that ask,

to twat so or is it not so? Is that certain or is it only probable?

Unlike questions for intelligence, these can be answered by a sizplo

!Yoe" or "Na" How we can give suet) answers, is beside ray present
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purposes but what snob answers mean, is very' such to it. For when we

say that this or that really and truly is so, we do not mean that

this is What appears, or what we imagine, or what we would like, or

what we think, or what seems to be so, or what we would be inclined

to say. !io doubt s we frequently !crave to be content with such lesser

statemeats. But the point I would make is that the greater statement

is not reducible to the lesser. When we seriously affirm that some-

thing really and truly is so, we are making the slain that we have

got beyond ourselves in some absolute fashion, somehow have got hold

of something that is independent of ourselves, somehow have reached

beyond, transcended oureelve s.

I have been endeavoring to olarify the notion of self-trans-

°endenos by contrasting, first, dreamless sleep with the beginnings

of ooneciousness in the dream, secondly, the dreaming with the

waking subject, thirdly, the world of immediate experience and the

enormously vaster real world in which wo live our lives, fourthly,

that larger world as constructed by intelligence with the same larger

world as known to have been constructed as it really is.

There remains a still further dimension of self-transaendsnoe.

Our illustrations, no far, have mainly regarded knowledge. There

remains action, Beyond questions for intelligence -- what? why?

how? what for? -- there are questions for reflection -- is that so?

But beyond both there are questions for deliberation. Beyond the

pleasures we enjoy and the pains we dread, there are the values to

which we may respond with the whole of our being. On the topsooat

0
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letrel of human consciousness the subject deliboro ►taa, evaluates,

deoldas, controls, aots. At once he ie practical and existential!

practical inaszuvh as he is oonsernad with oonaxete ooureea of action;

ead:atential inasmuch as control includes self-control s, and the poas-

ibi].ity of asoLf-Qontrol involvos responsibility for the effects of

his actions on othera and sore 'basically, on himseaf e The topnoet

level of human oonscsiousncnss is consoi4noe•

However, rants self-oontrol oar proceed froaos quite different

wounds. It oasn tend to be moo oolfislunes. Th®n tho pmoess of

deliberation, evaluation, deoi®ion, is linrited to determining what
interests •

is snot to ensis advantage, what best sorves one'ŝ iaterarbet What an

the whole yields a nods= of pleasure and a minimum of pain. At tho

opposite polo it can tend to ho comeresoci solely with values with

the vital values of health and strengths with the serial values

enshrined in fatly and oustom, aoolety and education. the state and

the lawn, the ecorassy and technology, the church or seen with the

cultural values of religion and art, language and literature, science,

philosophy, history, theology, ' with the aohieved personal value of

one dedicated to realising values in hisses and promoting their real-

isation in others,

In the manna. that one's living, onto aims, one's achieve-

nests are a ierapvnse to values, in that measure seLf—trarisoende*we is

effected in the tied of action. Ono has got beyond rare aelfisshness.

One has become a principles of benevolence and benvfioence• One has

bevome capable or genuine eo1Iabvroticnn and of true love. In the

0
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WSW. that self»transoenieuoe in the field oaf Batten char oterises

the sismicsx*a of a aooiety, in that measure their world not only is

oonuttru cterd by imagination and intelligence, mediated by words and

meaning, based by and large on belief' it also is a world motivated

and regulated not by self-seeking but by values, not by what is only

apparently- good but by what truly is good.

lbw if we compare the last dour of our modes of self-trans-

oeandencc• we find that they Sorru an interlocking unity. 14eriencing

is presupposed and complemented by inquiry and understanding.

ienaing mad understanding are  paomupposed and complemented by ra#7.00t-

trig and jtadging. 04 r c

prealuppoaeld and comp).

riet'ia:ing, understanding s, and judging, are

tad by deliberating	 gioaicd.ng. The foura ltu ,

sradess are interdependent, aril aaah later loval oublatea those that

precede in the sense that it goes beyond theca, introduces something

entireLkr raamm, makes that new oleorat a nail basis of operation, but ao

far tromp orowding or interfering with its prodeaeosors, preserves

thole parteota thaw, and extends their relevance and ai ;gnificanoe.

Inquiry- sharpens our powers of observation, understaxxii z>g enormously

extends to field of data one can =uter i, reflection and judgement forms

inquiry tcs attend to ever further data and they form to derstanding to

revise its previous achievements, deliberation turns attention frost

what is to what can be, to what probably would be and, above all, to

what retell y is worthwhile.

To conclude, human authenticity is a aarsttor of following the

lint-in law of the hwnan spirit. Because we oan expel enae e we shouLd
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anomie Deoau1910 1 1A	 underataaKl, we should inquire. lemma,. we

ova reaadn the talliths we alwu34 reflect and. ai,eok. Zeaawse we can

realise values ira ourselves end promote thew in others, sae should

deliberate. In hho measure that we follow these precepts , in the

measure we fulfil t=aeso cmdltions of beiraag b:uman persons, we also

achieve se.lf—traraooenclenoe► both in the field of knowledge a.n1 in the

field of  action.

Vow you nay have been wondering  wh,y I" have spent so =oh time

on so raalnt© a topic cag au.thant3olty. I  have had three reasons for

doing so. 1`irst,. I wished to iict out of the abstract and static

oonterct dictated by loaica.l. clarity, ool-leronoe, and rigor and into

the oGmorato, open, and on-going context d3otatod by attention,

3rtqu^y, rof].aotion, and deliberation. Secorxily, I wished to bet out
psychology

of the oontoxt or a faoulty,\psyelelgey with its consequent alternatives

of voluntarism, 'i.ntell.oatu811ari, sentimentalism, and eenmiega, none of
has

lehiah lervertstit,om serious, via'ulo meaning, and into t1a© oont®xt of

intentionality analysis that distinguishes and relates the manifold

of bumocui oonaoious operations and reveals that together they head man

towerr:ls aelf-tramoendonoati. ILi:avly, I wished to have a base, a

starting-point, a spring-board, in people as they are and  as they can

discover th+ensolveo to bea  for without snob a base tail a,bout the

Spirit, the Word, trio apoatolate, the Jesuit priesthood in all in the

sirs 3.t sounds abstract, irrelevant, without substance.
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w.	 The Spiri.t

I have said that human authenticity is a matter of achieving

eelf»transoendences I }Tore said that such achievement is alwa yo

precarious, allays a withdrawal from unauthentioity, always in danger

of slipping back into unauthontioity. This is not a cheerful piotturs•

and you may ask whether ordinary human beings ever seriously and

perseveringly transcend thoraselvoe.

I this It they do so when the:, fall in love. Then their bean*

becomes being—in—love. S1ioh being—in-love has its antecedents, its .

caused, its conditions, its occasions. But once it has occurred mid

as long as it lasts, it takes over. It becomes the first principle.

Frown it flow ono 4a desires and fears, one's joys and sorrows, onus

discernment of waltzes, one's visitn of possibilities, one's deoisioes

and deeds.

Doing--in—love is of different kinds. There is the love of

intimacy, of husband and wife, of parents and children. There is the

love of one's fellow men with its fruit in the achievement of Imam

welfare. There du the love of God with one's whole heart acid whole
(Mk

soul, with all ones mind and all one's /strengthellir 12, 30). It Ls

God's love floe:114g our hearts through th© Holy Spirit given to us

(Ram 5, 3). It flrounded the conviction of St. Paul that ".. there is

nothing in death or life, in the realm of spirits or superhuman powers,

in the world as it is or the world as it shall be, in the forces of

the universe	 nothing in all creation that can separate us from they

love of God in Griot Jesus our Lord" (Rom 8, 33 PO.
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Doing in love with God, as experienced, is being in love in

an unrestricted fashion. All love is pelf-surrender, but being in

love with God is being in love without limits or qualifications or

conditions or reservations. It is with one's whole heart and whole

soul and all one's mind and all one's strength. lust as a total open-

ness to all questioning is our oapaoity for self-transcendence, so

too an =inebriated being in love io the proper fulftlraent of that

capacity.

Because that love to the proper fulfilment of o%ur capacity,

that flLtfilsment brings a deep-eat joy that can resin despite

humiliation, privation, pain, betrayal, desertion. Again, that ful-

filment brings a radical peace, the peace that the world c anot give.

That fulfilment beam; fruit in acts of love for one's neighbor, a love

that striven slightly to bring about tho ki nndon of God on this earth.

On the other hand, the absence of that fulfilment opens the uay to

the trivialization of human life in the pursuit of fun, to the harshness

of hut= life that results from the ruthless exercise of power, to

despair about 'human welfare springing from the conviction that the

univosso to absurd.

The fulfiinent that is being in love with God is not the

product of our knowledge and 'hots®. It to Goa's gifts Like all

bed in lovo, as distinct from particular acts of loving, it is a

tint principle, So far from resulting from our knowledge and (choice,

it disc antl©a and abolishes the horizon in which our knowing and choosing

wont on, and it sets up a new horizon in which the love or God trens-

^;-^,--	 ...
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vales our values and the eyes of that Love transform our knowing,

Though not the product of our knowing and choosing, it is not

arteonsoioua. On the contrary, it 38 a eoneoioua, dynamic state

manifesting itself in what St. Paul named the harvest of the Spirits

love, joy, peace, kindness, goodness, fidelity, gentleness, and self-

control (Gal 5, 22) .

To say that dynamic state Is conscious is not to say that it

is known, What is conscious is, indeel, experienced. But human

knowing is not just experiencing, `!uzaan knowing inoluios experieno-

ing but adds to it attention, ecruttirj, inquiry, insight, conception,

naming, reflecting, checking, judging. the whole problem of cognit-

ional theory is to effect the tratusition from goerations as experienced

to operations as known. A great pert of psychiatry is helping people

effect the transition from conscious feelings to known feelings. In

like manner the gift of God's love ordinarily is not objectified in

knowledge, bat remains within subjectivity as a dynamic vector, a

taysterious undertow, a fateful call to a dreaded holiness.

Because that dynamic state is conscious without being known,

it is an experience of mystery, 13eoayse the d .ynamio state is being

In love, the mystery is not merely attractive but fasoinating s to

it one belongs; by it one is possessed, Because it is an unrestxloted,

unmeasured being in love, the watery is out of this world; it La

other-worldly i it evokes awe. I3ecause it is a love so different from

the selfish self it tranecencEs, it evokes fear and terror. Of itself,

then, and apart from any particular religious context in which it
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is interpreted, the experience of the gift of God's love is an

experience of the holy, or Rudolf Otto's m stertinanset

Agiend^. Again, it is ghat Paul TiUlich named a being grasped by

ultimate concern. Again, it corresponds to Ignatius Loyola's consol-

ation without a cause, as interpretod by Karl Raker, namely, an

experience with a content but without an apprehended object.

I have distinguished different levels of conscioueness, and

nos; L must add that the gilt of God's love is on the topmost level..

It is not the sensitive type of consciousness that emerges with sens-

ing, feeling, roving. It is not the i.nt elleatual type that is added

when we inquire, understand, think. It is not the rational type that

emerges when we reflect , weigh the evidence, judge. It is the typo

of consciousness that also is oonscieroe, that deliberates, evaluates,

decides, controls, sots. But it is this type of consciousness at its

root, as brought to fulfilment, as having undergone conversion, as

possessing a basis that nay be broadened and deepened and heightened

and enriched but not su.paraoded, as ever more ready todeliberate

and evaluate and decide and act with the easy freedom of those that

do all good because they are in love. The gift of God's love takes

over the ground and root of the fourth and highest level of man's

waling consciousness. It takes over the peak of the soul, the

animus.

3.	 The Woi'd

Being in love is not just a state of mind and heart. It is

irsterperaonal, on-going! tt has its woe and dorm's, its eostaoies and
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quarrels and rsooraoiliatione, its writhdrawale and returvms it readies

security and serenity only at the end of a long apprentiaeship, If a

man and woman were to love each other yet never avow their lave, then

they would have the begixingngs of love but hardly the real thing.

There would be lacking an interpersonal component, a =tuna presence

of self-donation, the opportunity sand, indeed, the neoenatty of

euuetained development and growth. There would not be the steady

inoreaas° in knowledge of each other. There would not be the constant

flow of favors given and received, of privations endured together,

of evils banished by common good will , to make love fully aware of

its reality, its strength, its tamability, to Hake love aware that it

could always be counted on.

What is true of the love of intimacy, also is true of the

love of God. Though God is one, he is not solitary. One God is

three personal Father, Son, and Spirit, The Father is not only the

light in which there is no darkness but also love, agape (1 Jo I, 51

4, 8,16). The Soli in his Word, throe ,h whom all things were

(Jo 1, 3), sort into the world to manifest the Father's love for the

world (Jo 3, la;i Z Jo w, 14-16). She gift of the Spirit is what

floods Christian hearts with God le love. United in Christ through

the Spirit, Christians are to love owe another (koinanta), bear

witness to God's love (marturia) , serve mankind (diakorgia) , and look

forward to a future consummation when their love of God will rot be

just orientation to mystery but coupled with a knowledge of God

similar to God's knowledge of then (1 Car 13, 12).
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God wills all men to be saved (1 Tim 2, 4), and theologians

have moLiiied that he gives all men suffiotent grace For salvation.

Just what this sufficient grace is, commonly is not spsaifieā . But

it is diff'ioult to ©appose that grace would be sufficient if it fell

short of the GU% of loving God above all and lovinw ormetis neighbor

as oneself. Cc. I am inclinai to interpret the relig«ior3e of mankind,

in their positive moment, as the fruit of the gift of the Spirit,

though . di.rcrsiried by the many degrees of social ani cultural devel-

opment, and distorted by manes infidelity to the self-traanacezdene

to which ho .aspires.

But there is a notable anonymity to this gift of the Spirit.

Like the Johaumino mom, it blows where it villas you hear the

sound of it,. but you do not know where it comes from om , ewe it is

going (Jo 3, 8). 'dhat removes this obscurity and annonztity is the

fact that the Father has cpol:en to us of old through tite prophets and

in this final age through the Son (Hob 1, 1.2). Elie e!rananuHicatlon is

twofoli it is both by linguistic meaning and by inoarmate meaning,

r linguistic 'meaning he rebuked those that give soancial, announced

redemption Co? dinners, provided for the forgiveness of sin, estab-

lished the bore of the atcharist, promises the gift or the Spirit,

and set before man the destiny of eternal life. But a_11 such ling-

uiatic tasaning< was endlessly reinforced by the inesmta.to meaning to

be aontomwlate<l in the life and ministry and, above all, in the suffer-

ing, death Land resurrection of Christ.

,,,,r,--„,—„,,„,---,..)
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li.	 Sending

Both Christ's oorsaunioation by linguistic meaning and his

eolnunication by incarnate meaning were oiroumsoribed spatially and

temporally. The girt of the Spirit can be everywhere at once, but

the challenge of the Word radiates to the ends of the earth only

through human mediation.

Such mediation may or 14a y not be institutionalized. Insti-

tutionalized mediation may be discerned in New Tooterment etatorments
about Apost lee not a;nonE the Twelve ,

about the Telve, about the oeventy-two,^about their companions ,

helpers, deputies, about bishops and deacons, and finally about

elders. On the other hand, mediation that is not institutionalised

La represented by the man casting out devils in Christ's name though

he was not a follower of Jesus (fnt 9, 38), by the least of theme,

oey little onus, that are to be loved as Christ himself (Mt 25, 40.45),

by the duty of every Christian to express in his words and his deeds

what he has received from Christ and his Spirit.

We are prone to think of the institutional. as impersonal,
t

but the instituionalieed mediation of the New Testament was striotly

personal. To the Twelve I•satthew has Jeans sayings "To receive you

Ls to receive me, and to receive nu is to receive the one that sent

sae" (Nt 10,40). To the Seventy-tiro Luke has Jesus sayings "'Whoever

listens to you, listens to meg wlsoaver rejects you, rejects me. And

whoever rejects Ins, rejects the pare who sent me" (1k 10, 16). To

those in the upper room late the first aster Sunday John has Jesus

saying! "As the Father sent me, so I send you." And "Receive the
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Holy Spirit. If you forgive any musts sine, they stand forgiven; and

Lf you pronounce them unfor3iven, =forgiven they remain" (Jo 20, a-

23)• In the epeeoh made before King Azrippa Like reports Paul to have

said that ".. the Lord replied, II am Jesus vim you are persecuting.

But saw rise to your feet aril etaani upright. I have appeared to you

for a purposes to appoint you my servant and uitneee, to testify both

to what you have Been and what you cshall yet .gee of me. I will rescue

yota from this people and from the Gentiles toy whom I am sending you.

Z mend you to open their eyes and turn them i`Itom der :noes to light,

from the dominion of Satan to Cod, so that, by trust in me, they easy

obtain forgivor:esa of sins, and a plus with those whom God has aide

iris owne' (Amt 26, 15-18),

next, the early mediators are deecribed as wonder workers.

`hear delve were sent not only to preach the kingdom but also to heal

the sick, raise the dead, cleanse lepers, e0 oaat out devils (Mt 10,

7•6). The Seventy-two were told to entwi oo the proximity of the

ltingdp:n and to head, the sick (Lk 10, 8.9); they oast out devils and

were able unhurt to tread tratderfoot sna:toea an scorpions (Lk 10, 17.19).

After the coming of the Spirit, Peter ovrosd a well iotinn °ripple

outside the "Beautiful Gate" of the temple with sensational results

(Aote 3 a w). Later we are told, "In the and the sick were actually

carried out into the °treots mini laid there on beds and stretchers,

so that own the shadow of Peter ndght fall on one or another as he

passed by; and the people from the toms sound Jerusalem flocked in,

bringing those that were ill or harassed by unclean spirits, and all
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of them Were oared" (Accts 5, 15,16). Stephen worked great miracles

and signs among the people (Act 6, 8). Philip in Samaria exorcised

devils, and cured paralytics and cripples (Acts 8, 7) . Miracles by
Tr oas,

Paul at Paphos, ini Lycaonia, at Philippi, at..Aiio+ee on the storm-ridden

ship at sea, and on 'Malta are recounted in Acts (Acts 13, 111 14, 101

16, 18; 20, 7 ff. ; 27 i 21= 28, 3.8). But at Ephesus ".. through Paul

God worked rdreoles of an unusual kinds when handkerchiefs WS, or

scarves which had been in contact with his skin were carried to the

sick, they were rid or their diseases and the evil. spirits came out

of them" (Aots 19, 11.12). Finally, according to Paul the accompani-

ment of signs, marvels, and miraoles is among the marks of a true

apostle (2 Cor 12, 12s cf. Rom 15, 13 f. )1 and this view echoes the

response Jesus gave to the question put hire by the disciples of the

Baptist (Mt 11, 2-6),

Thirdly* institutionalised mediation slowly developed. The

sending of the Twelve during the public ministry seems to have been

an incidental task. Mut choosing them to be his permanent companions

(Mk 3, 14) and giving them authority to cast out unclean spirits and

to cure ailments of every kind (lit 10, 1) are the beginnings of ,:nx

institution. So, after the resurrection, the Eleven could be told

that they were to bear witness to Jesus to the ends of the earth

(Acts 1, 8) enci they decided to restore their original number by

choosing another who had been -with Jesus since the days of the preach-

ing of John (Acts 1, 15 ff. ). Finally, after the coming of the Spirit,

they begin to preach and perform great deeds; the number of converts
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MVOs to three thousand and then five thousand (Acts 2, 411 4, 4)1

end pers*c,utions begin.

Th© sending of the Seventy-trio seems to have been inoidental,

a task rather than an office, but at least it set a precedent to the

effeot that others, not of the Twelve, could perform the same mission

as the Twelve performed. Of the Seven, five are not mentioned again.

Stephen soon became a martyr. Philip after evangelizing in Samaria

and in the towns from Azotus to Caesarea, seems to have settled in

the latter place where he and his four virgin and prophesying daughters

mre vied by St. Paul (Acts 21, 9).

Atter three chapters recounting mainly the activities of

Stephen and Philip, Acts narrates the conversion of St. Paul. He is

the clearest :instance of one that is not of the Twelve yet an apostle.

As he styled himself, ".. an apostle, not by human appointment or

human commission, but by oommission frorn Jesus Christ and God the

Father...." (Gal 1, 1) and, again, "fin = not an apostle? Have I not

seen the Lord? If others do not accept me as an apostle, you at least

are bound to do so, for you are youraelves the very soul of may aposto-

late, in the lord" (1 Cor 9, 1.2). Finally, St. Paul very sharply

distinguished his position from that of those with charismatic gifts.

lie asked the Corinthians $ "Did the word of God originate with you?

Or are you the only people to whom Mom*? If anyone claims to be

inspired or a prophet, let him recognize that what I write has the

Lord's authority. If he does not recognize this, he himself should

net be recognized" (1 Cor 14, 36-38).
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A further step in the development may be disoerned in Paul's

oo apanions, helpers , deputies. Of many of them vary little is ,known,

of others more, but beet known are Timothy and Titus. T`iaothy's name

appears in the inscriptions of the second letter to the Corinthians,

of the letters to the Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon, and of

the first and second letters to the Theaaalonians. The Romans learn

that he is Paul's companion in labor (Ron, 16, 21) and this Corinthians

are told that he does the work of the Lord as does Paul himself (1 Cor

16, 10). 11e was sent by Paul on various missions: from Ephesus to

Maoedonia (Ants 19, 22), to Corinth (1 Cor 4, 17), from Athena to

Thessalonika (1 Th 3, 2), and there was a project of sending turn. to

Philippi (Phil 2, 19), Finally, the author of the first of the past-
ā

orals instructed him on the appointment of bishops and, eacons (1 Tim

3, 1-13) and later on the treatment to be accorded elders (1 Tice 5,

17-22). Titus accompanied Paul and Barnaba.s to Jerusalem where

oirouncision was not required of him (Gal 2, 1.3). Ile was sent on a

mission to Corinth and the second letter to the Corinthians repeatedly

refers to his success (2 Cor 2, 13s 7, 6.13614; 8, 6.16.23s 12, 18).

The second letter to Tiincrthy reports that he is in D:_1uatts, whi.l o the

letter to Titus himself says that Paul left him in Crete to correct

abuses and to appoint elders in each of the towns (Tit 1, s).
After untitled companions, helpers, deputies there come titled

elders and titled bishops and deacons. Of these the beat attested are

the elders. The synoptic gospels spec.', of Jewish elders and in Matthew's

passion narrative they are associated Ath the archpriests and the scribes.
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In Acts Christian elders are mentioned a number of times. There was

a group of elders at Jerusalem. The alma sent to the ohuroh there

were received by the elders (Acts 11, 30. At the council of Jerus-

alem the apostles and the elders were in charge (Ants 15, 2,4,6,22.231

16, 4). After his third Journey Paul visited James in Jerusalem and,

on that occasion, recounted to James and all the elders his missionary

activities (Acts 21, 10).

The existence of Christian elders also is attested for Asia

Minor, Ephesus, and Crete. At the end of his first journey Paul is

said to have inatitute'i elders in the churches (Act 14, 23). On the

return from his third journey Paul asked the elders of nphesue to came

to Miletus where he addressed them at weal length (Acts 20, 17 -35).

Titus was instructed to institute elders in *soh town in Crete (Tit 1,

5).
The main function of the elders was watchfulness. Paul in his

bade
farewell discourse lad the elders from I pheaus to "';deep watch over

yourselves and all the flock of which the Holy Spirit has given you

charge, as shepherds of the church of the Lord, which he on for him-

self by his own blood. I knot. that when I am gone savage wolves All

come in among you and will not spare the flock. Oren from your own

body there will be mem Doming forward who will distort the truth to

induce the disciples to break away and follow them. So be on the

alerts remember how for three years, night and day, I never ceased to

counsel each of you, and how I wept c",.,r you" (Ants 20, 2C-31).

The letter to Titus mete forth the moral qualities to be requited
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of elders to oonc]u:.le with the prescription that an elder ".. mast

adhere to the true doctrine, so that he may be well able both to

move his hearers and to confute objectors. There we all too many,

especially among Jewish converts, who are out of all control; they

talk toildly and lead men's minds as tray. Such an must be curbed,

because they are ruining whole families by teaching things they

should not, and all for sordid gain" (Tit 1, 9—iL 1 cf. 1 Pot 5, 1-5),

The first letter to Timothy speaks of the elders both as

leaders and as preaching and teaching (1 Tim 5, 17). It Implies

that they are constituted 13,y to 1.:.yin on of hands (1 Tina 5, 19).

?arw-ersely, Timothy himself is said to have received grace from the

laying on of caands by the college of elders (1. Tim 4, 1 1 s of. 2 Tim

1, 6). The letter frau James ststes that the elders are to be

summoned to pray over the sick axul to anoint them (Jm 5, i4).

A few notes are in order. The Greek word for elder is

presbuteros • From it are derived the English, priest, the French,

prrtre, the German, Priester, the Italian, prate. But while the

New restaanent thinks of the elder chiefly as leading and teaching,

later thought gives more prominence to the priest's role as dispenser

of the sacraments.

Again, while the tnglieia word, priest, is derived from the
hiereus,

Greek, presbuteros, it also i.e used to translate the Greah,,\Ii erusit

aZ the Latin, sacerdos. Later on these terns were tae to refer

to members of the Christiax, clergy, i t in the New Testament they

refer to Jewish and pagan priests Ito Christ, s ^ o all the faithful..



bona this twofold use of the word, priest, there can arise

some condos. The priesthood of all the faithful moans, not that

all the faithful are elders, presbuteroi, but that all are hi®__ e.

concerned with to hieron, the sacred.

Firmlly, the tasks performed by the elders elsewhere, were

performed %y untitled laborers at Thesealonika. To the Thessalonians

Paul wrote a °We be you, brothers, to aoknowledge those who are work-

ing so hard among you, and in the Lord's fellowship are your leaders

and eouneallors. cold thew in the highest possible esteem and affect-

ion for _ the work they do" (1 Th 5, 12) . But though the letter to

Romans does allude to the one that presides (Ilom 12, 3), arl i first

Corinthians speaks of gifts of guidance (1 Cor 12, 29), the silence

about local leaders in much of St. Paul's writing suggests a gradual

development.

xhere remain bishops and deacons. In two passages it would

seem that these terms denote, not simply "overseer" and "helper",

but rani<s or orders in the church. The letter to the Philippians

salutes all the faithful there with the bishops and the deacons (Phil 1,

1). The first letter to Timothy lists the qualities to be required

first of bishops (1 Tim 3, 1-7) and then of deacons (1 Tim 3, 8-13).

The tern, deacon, occurs elsewhere frequently enough, but it seems

to mean simply a helper. The term, bishop, scours on the three other

occasions once it is applied to Christ (1 Pet 2, 25)1 twice it is

applied to persons that in the contest have alisady been referred to

as elders (lot 20, 17 a 28p Tit 1, 5 w 9). It seems to me doubtful

0	 0
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that thee* nosed bishops in the Idea Teatusaent were bishops in the later

senses riot, they are not assigned functions distinot from those of

elders i eecondly, there hardly could be successors to tit apostles

when the apostles were still around.

5.	 Tho Renaissance Jesuit

There are the constants of Christianity and the vsriablee. The

constants are raan's capacity and need for seL' -transoonldenoe, the Spirit

of God flooding cten o e hearts with God's Love, the efficacy of those

that mediate the word of God by word and example, by linguistic and

incarnate meaning, for oor ad car loquitur, speak from the heart and

you will speak to the heart. E3ut there also are the variables. Tiarly

Christianity had to transpose from its Palestinian origins to the

Greco-Roman world. The thirteenth century bad to meet the invasion

of Greek and Arabic philosophy and science, and Thomas Aquinas had

the merit not merely- of preventing a destruction of faith but also of

using the new knowledge to develop the faith and its theological

expression. So too the old Society sized up and set about meeting the

problems of its day.

There were the needs of the people, and the Jesuits worked

in hospitals, taukiht catechism, preached, and dispensed the sacraments.

There were the voyages of exploration and tir beginnings of colonization,

and the Jesuits were in Intllia, Malaya, Indonesia, Japan, China, and

North and South America. There was the fieformation, and the Jesuits

were eminent in the labors of the Counter-reformation. The renewal



of Greek and Latin studies contained a threat of a revival of paganism,

and the Jceuits beatiae the school-masters of rope.

If we can be proud of our predecessors, wo must also note that

they took on the ooloring of their age and shared its limitations, The

Renaissance ideal was the um* universals,, the man that can turn his

hand to anything. In the measure that ideal was attained by superiors

and by subjects, it was possible for subjects to be shifted from one

task to another, and it was possible to have (superiors that could give

such orders both wisely and prudently. Again, the culture of the

time was classicist. It was conceived not empirically but normatively,

Sot as the meanings and values inherent in a given way of life, but

as the right set of meanings and values that were to be accepted and

respected if one was not to be a plebeian, a foreigner, a native, a

barbarian. Classicist philosophy vas the one perennial phlloeopby.

Classicist art was the set of immortal classics. Classicist laws and

structures were the deposit of the wisdom and prudence of mankind, This

classicist outlook was a great protector of good manners and a great

support of godd morals, but it had one enormous drawback. It included

a built-in incapacity to grasp the need for change and to effect the

rneoeaaary adaptations. In my opinion this built-in incapacity is the

principal cause of the present situation in the church and in the

society. Today most of us grant the need of change, but we would not

be at such a loss when it comes to saying what are the needed ohangee,

if today's openness had existed in 1870, or 1770, or 1670.
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6.	 The Jesuit Today

A principal function of the Society of Jesus, in its ao iginel

oonoeption, was to meet crises. There is a oriels of the first

magnitude today. For a principal duty of priests is to lead and teach

the people of God. But all leadership and all teaching ooci rsi within

social structures and through cultural channels. In tbo weave that

one insists on leading and teaching within structures that MO longer

function and through channels that no 1 .oaget exist, in that very measure

leadership and teaching cease to exist. The sheep are without sbep-

herds s they are disorientated, bewilderod, lost. 	 Teat is true

of the sheep, can also bo true of the shepherds as wollt they too can

be disorientated, bewildered, lost.

Perhops the best I can attaoapt will be to outline three Iurabd-

am+ontal features of our times modernity, esoulartem, and self—deetruo-

tiveneae.

By modernity I do not mean just anything that exists or

remotions today, I mean the basic developments out of catch has come

the zWodsrn world. Of these the first is empirical science. It is

aomening quite different from th© notion of seianoe web forth in

Aristotle's Posterior Anal ice. Not only is it a new notion bat

also it adults application, and its application has resulted in indus-

trialisation, uftanization, automation, a population explosion, seams
t

media, inata r eoue world news, rapid transportation, gazided xuis siles,

and thermonuclear bombs.

Next, despite the Renaissance ideal of speaking Latin, writing
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Greek„ and reading i:ebr ii, there developed the modern languages and

literatures. in the nineteenth century acts conception and procedure

were Introduced into philology, hermeneutiae, and history by a *lax

of investigators following the lead of Friedrich Wolf, Friedrich

Sobl,i,rmaeher, August Boeol.h, and Leopold von Ranks. The olaaaiciet,

norme:tive notion of culture was replaced b5.7 an empirical notions a

culture oaaae to denote the set of raeanira {e and values inherent in a

way of life. loan studies, Ge t ' oaenoohe.tt	 set about invest-

igating, understanding, dopic tirsg the cultures of mankind. All were

found to be man-made, contingent, subject to development, propagation

alteration, decay. All. were found to have their good points and

their weaknesses and, when to knowledge of them vas added respect for

theta, Were resulted oultural pluralism. t he now methods, applied to

Hebrew and Christian religion, made it plain that one had to diluter

octnol lirar statements aboutod tenet at uea	 tomtit	 to pa.tor ,

molests. loot only was development a fact that had to be acknowledged,

not only were previous theological positions to b© reversed, but tike

whole conception and method of theology has had to be overhauled.

The natural sciences and the new h'eran studies have had -their

rerperouesions on philosophy. Positivism V1oul4 drop philosophy asxi

make sociology the queen of the winces. Kantians offer a foundations

for ,soienoo, absolute idealists set forth -a seuper-soienoe, Kierl egssard,
Americana ragmat is is a nd European exis tentiaLists,

Sahopenhauer, Nietzsche, Blondelturn to cl eoiaion and action. The

Catholic decision, promulgated by Lees KITE in Aeterni Patric, wa-a

nisei( to Aquinas." While this movement flourished in the early part
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of We century, in the last decade it has completely- collapsed, first,

beanie historical studies of the medieval period made any aoourate

statement of 'TFzoniet thought enormously complicated and permanently

open to reNtsion and, secondly, because the infiltration of the nor

types of human studies into theology necessitated a fair more sophisticated

typo of philosophy than the medieval world could fainnssh. However, as

yet Were is no generally accepted up-to-date philosophy and, until

theme is, we can only oxpec:t a theological pluralism .far more radical

than the old-style pluralism of rto mats, Sootista,► Suarezians, and

so ors. Such pluralism is the fir-at item on the agenda of the recently

formed international. Theological Conxitasion.

The problems that Catholics finally are .faei,n€ have long

exiat.,e i. In his book, T'he A]ocienp 9ohts Martin Marty has them

;gait tixng the t eat into a ro1iiiceua ninority and a secularist majority

between the yaaxs 1840 and 187V. Further, he distinguished three

typos of' secularist. In oonttnorxta1 Europe secularists considered

religion an evil and aimed at extirpating it. Irn Great Britain they

ocenai.dored it a private affair of no importanoe. %n the United States

religious leaders themselves tended to adapt religion to the secular-

izing trends of the times. But ;atom religion is persecuted or ridi-

oulat or watered down, there is unnbelief, and unbelief is contagious.

When everyone believes except to village atheist, doubting is almost

itapoe~sible. Mien few believe, dcsubting is spontaneous, and believing

is difficult.

A third feature of contemporary society le the consequence of
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eeoulartsm, It wee Phasnanr® theore a in The Idea of a WivArs ty ghat

to suppress a pant of humus knowledge has three eff eote i first, it

results in ignorance of that parts secondly, it mutilates what of

itself is an organic whole; thirdly, it causes distortion in the

areoaitader in whioia men endeavors to compensate for the pert that has

bent esuppressed. On this showing, one is to oxpeot that seosslariese

not only leads to ignorance of religion but also mutilates lama—ode

ae a whole and brings about diotorti.on in what retrains. Consider  a

fee instances of soli distortion.

^;uman knowlodgs revolts from a vast collaboration of

peoples over uncounted millionia. The necessary condition of that

ooLlaboration is belief. What any of us lmows, onL,y slightly resets

from personal vxp ericnc:e, personal discovery, poraoxa1ly conduotod

verification; for the most part it results from tolioring. But the

eighteenth-oentury Jlightox ment was not content to attack religious

belie. It prided itself on its philosophers. It sot up a rationalist

individualise that asked people to prove their assumptions or eiae

regard theca as arbitrary. In effect it wan out to destroy not only

the religious tradition but all tradition. Such rationalist indiv-

idualism in the twentieth century seems to have i,nfeoted our oducaiion-

elists. Stu:ients are encouraged to find things out for themselves, to

develop originality, to be creative, to criticize, but it does not sees

that they are instructed in tho enormous role of belief in the moqds-

itton and the expansion of knowledge. t;ony do not seem to be aware

that what they lmow of ecienoo is not immanently generated but for the
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moat part, °t ply belie',

Æ second distortion odours in wane apprehension of van.

Poet/vista, naturalists, bohuvi oriste insist that human watencos have

to be oomdurt©d on the saw Linde an the natural saieaacess . The result

ant apprehension of man, it not ti ohanl®ti, is therioaaoz hio. IJor iar

this view of win as a machine or as an animal confined to eosuo rarefied

academia realm. It is applied. The appli oationa reach out into all

departanarta of thought and into all talks ®f life, Tbeoy :have the

common feature of amittiAng adv rte ee to ha= dignity and respect

for hymn morality.

third distortion is in the rook of technique. Applied

soleness and consequent inventions have ,ivaon u3 our vast irk3wstri 1,

ooesserioal, financial, advdxistrative, odacational, military  couple.x,

Techniotana are the people with the task of figuring; out the most

effiotont use of currently available hardware. The noro euccocef l

they arse, the greater the domain that they organize, and the loss the

domain alder the oontrol of old-stile cloairion-makere, of managers,

direatores, mayors, governors, presile ntse, Again, the more brilliant

they are,. the lees is it possible to explain to the uninitiated

things are clone the way in which they are one Fi.nsally, the more

thorough the application of the principle of efficiency, the more

must seen adapt themselves to its dictates in all their labor hours

and in all the coozIs and services they purohaeo fro= the tee nologioai

establishment,

tf 7 a>n oorreot in assurnti g that the Jesuits of the twentieth
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aapntuxye 1c.ce those oi the sixteenth, exist to meet orie ►ee, then they

have to aeoept the gains of modernity in rwtura.t soiea:ioe s in philo-

sopher, in thagr:i,oliyi 	te+orein,,, oat strategies for dealing with

srenulr►riot vi.ourm on religion and witch concomitant distortions in =Os

nation of human krwwlucig, in his apprehension of human reality, in

his organization of human affairs. 	 such strategies we to be

worked out is, of course, an enormous question, and  I Mat be content

fi.o cs.feetr no more than the briefest sxlZoet:ione. riarst:, eny suuli

strategy is not a oocolursion from prera:Uges but a onetime project

emerging from +x thorough unciarat+uldits of a situation and graapitv

Nat what can be done about it, .̀3oaoialy„ it is not sows statio

project set forth once and for 411 but", on the contrary, it is an

on-going  grojeot conistantl.f revised in the 1.1g:it of tEae feae1•bxxiak

froui its iraplvoaentation. ThIr z11.y, it is not sons single s on-going

project but a set of then, rconntttntl.;jr reported to souue central

aleaxing-house with the two:fol.ci funoticxn (1) ^ drawing attention

to conflicts between separate parts an..4 (2) of keepinz all parts

informed both of what has been avicieEtaū alsewl'iera and -what has been

tried and x'ourd wanting. I`lnally, all such pro jeota must ba

Chri.st Jesus, the work of those that take up their croae

that iivo by the Spirit An the Worrl, that consecrate tA:ascewl.ves

to Loyir,g, that banish all teradenaiae to hatred, :swains, destroying.
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